
CHAILLOT PROJECT 
designed by Aida Sniraite, Authentic Interior 
 
White walls, classic mouldings  were perfect canvas to indulge in contrasting materials 
and play with shapes and colours. 



Located in a dreamy Chaillot area near Passy Water Reservoirs and Arc de Triomphe, this 

rented apartment is filled with natural light and offers views straight to the water.

Aida Sniraite, the owner and 
interior designer at “Authentic 
Interior” design studio, has 
created an elegant apartment in 
Paris of 160sqm for a client 
who loves collecting art and is 
passionate about vintage 
furniture. This apartment has 
breathtaking views to the Eiffel 
Tower and Passy Reservoirs.

PROJECT INFO 

Interior Design: AUTHENTIC INTERIOR 
design studio, interior designer Aida 
Sniraite 

Location: Paris XVI, France 
3 bedrooms, 3 reception areas to redesign 

Area: 160sqm or 1722 sqf 

Year: 2019 

Photo credits: Aida Sniraite



Above - view from the 
office space to the 
hallway with the console 
and art. 

Left - Vintage sourced 
mirror and marble 
hanging racks.

Hallway view when entering the apartment. It accommodates a vintage sourced 
console, Kundalini “Lanna' Table” light fixture. Room in the back - dining area 
with a welded mirror finish stool by Julian Mayor (limited edition & signed piece)

HALLWAY



Sitting room. In line with client brief, “Authentic Interior” has created a space that 
accommodates client’s owned furniture and sculptures, adding luxury and vintage 
pieces as well as art.

SITTING ROOM



Above - Entry to the office space



In the sitting room, “Authentic Interior” design studio has boldly married 
aluminium Wassily chairs, bronze sculpture, marble-brass coffee table, copper 
decorative light, golden candle holder. Vintage rug connects client already owned 
sofas and completes the space. We can see that mixing different types of metals is 
possible and recommended.



Left - Sourced art in a local gallery 

Right - Client’s owned sculpture



The office has been designed airy and clean. Inspiration has been taken 

from the existing white office desk and orange vase.

OFFICE



Shelves have been chosen white so that it blends with the walls. Books and 

accessories, vintage orange chair, artwork and beautiful table lamp have been chosen 

in blue and orange to make a complementary statement on blank canvas.



Left - entrance to the dining room from the office. 

Client asked for an exceptional dining table, so it has been chosen as a statement and 
investment piece, a true artwork, a limited edition signed piece by an artist. Minimal 
vintage chairs and a dreamy suspension complete the space.

DINING ROOM



Dining room table detailing. Welded mirror base and glass top.



Bedroom showcases the original sourced artwork from a local gallery 
which completes red velvet headboard, beautiful linen curtains and a 
table lamp on a vintage side table.

MASTER BEDROOM



Teenager room's theme has been inspired by the tropics and this is the 
most colourful room from the whole apartment. Vintage sourced 
wardrobe and kilim, limited edition side tables as well as a table lamp, 
and handmade Jujus make a perfect colourful statement to the white 
walls.

TEENAGER ROOM





“Authentic Interior” design studio is owned by interior designer Aida 
Sniraite. We take a holistic approach when creating interiors. Our 
credo is to deliver inspirational interiors that fully reflect clients’ 
lifestyle and needs.

ABOUT

http://www.authenticinterior.com 

https://www.instagram.com/authenticinterior_ 

https://www.facebook.com/authenticinterior
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